PLANNING A VISIT TO IDS IN COLOGNE?
COME AND VISIT THE BIOMIN TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED BOOTH.

The new BioMin™ toothpaste ingredient which puts back the lost minerals from tooth enamel, helps prevent decay and treats sensitivity while you sleep is being shown on Stand E35 Hall 11.03 at The International Dental Show in Cologne, 21-25 March.

Come and pick up a free sample at the booth and enter our competition.

BioMin's bioactive glass materials have been developed by a research team led by Professor Robert Hill at Queen Mary - University of London. They were launched last year and BioMin Technologies Limited is sharing a stand at IDS with Cera Dynamics Limited, manufacturer of the bioactive glass.

BioMin Technologies Limited’s CEO Richard Whatley will be at IDS throughout the show. So:

- If you are a dentist or hygienists keen to hear more about the properties and benefits BioMin™ F and BioMin™ C toothpastes;
- A manufacturer of dental restorative materials looking to better understand BioMin™s involvement in the smart repair of tooth decay through prolonging the life of composite fillings and reducing the need for mercury based amalgams. Or,
- If you are a potential BioMin™ toothpaste distributor or license holder looking to take BioMin™ to new corners of the globe

Contact Richard Whatley and make an appointment, please visit www.biomin.co.uk

Richard says, “We are extremely excited about BioMin's prospects having started to sell in the UK and across a number of other countries. We are now putting licensing agreements in place in India, China, the US and Australia, and are seeing interest from dental professionals, dental manufacturers and dental distributors from
around the world. There are still many opportunities out there and I look forward to discussing these with visitors to our stand at IDS.”
“I will be joined in Cologne by our German distributor Dent-o-care and we will be able to talk to visitors and make presentations in English, German and French.”

Do visit us and book an appointment and for more information, please visit www.biomin.co.uk